What do you do?

Name: ____________________  Class: ____________________

Instructions: Jobs crossword puzzle, read the clues below and fill in the correct answer.

Across
4 Who fights crime?
5 Who studies at school?
7 Who teaches students at school?
10 Who takes care of teeth?
12 Who drives a bus?
13 Who brings our mail?

Down
1 Who sings songs?
2 Who fights fires?
3 Who serves food in a restaurant?
6 Who drives a truck?
8 Who cooks in a hotel or restaurant?
9 Who looks after sick people and helps doctors?
11 Who treats patients (sick people)?
What do you do?

Instructions: Jobs crossword puzzle, read the clues below and fill in the correct answer.

Answers:

1. S
2. F
3. W
4. POLICE
5. STUDENT
6. N
7. T
8. CHER
9. U
10. DENTIST
11. D
12. BUSDRIVER
13. POSTALWORKER